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ABSTRACT 
This paper is part of a larger study entitled "The Role of 
Social Networks And The State In The Urban Informal Sector: The Case of 
Nairobi, Kenya." The social dynamics of the informal sector, popularly-
referred to as "Jua Kali" are considered an important component of this 
sector. We argue that they should be understood and tapped v/here possible 
for the future development of the informal sector. 
Three aspects of social networks in Nairobi's informal sector 
are identified. These are: Kinship, friendship and ethnicity. In this 
paper, we discuss ethnicity as it is manifested in the informal sector. 
We also discuss how it has helped new migrants not ^>nly to find shelter 
in Nairobi but also to find an economic occupation which most of them may 
not have got in the formal sector. 
Four subsectors mainly: the metal artisans, the drum sellers^ 
the food sellers and the garment makers all in the Eastlands of Na^ttSl 
and the Industrial Area were studied in 1987. We also had a sample of 200 
operators of the informal sector representing each of the four subsectors. 
In the paper a background of ethnicity in Kenya is discussed a„t a macro-
level before presenting our findings on ethnicity at a micro-level — 
specifically among the subsectors we studied. There is evidence on ethnic 
specialization/various subsectors. Certain skills for example in the 
metal artisanry are predominantly ethnic specific. We found such evidence 
among the metal artisans and the food sellers. 
Using both participant observation and survey methods in the 
field, the data places ethnicity prominently in the discussion of Nairobi's 
informal sector. 
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Introduction: 
In this paper ethnicity is discussed as a major basis of the 
soci->.l networks which characterize Nairobi's informal sector. I arrue 
that ethnicity is significant- in understanding how the informal sector 
operates in Nairobi. I also hvpothesize that ethnicity has been 
instrumental in establishing occupation of specific subsoctors in the 
informal sector, thus complicating and in some cases dctermimnr entry. 
Dia^nozinp ethnic identification in this sector is not only important 
for understanding how it operates but also for policv formulation, 
particularly at a period when the government and international donor 
agencies are targettin? the informal economy as the cornerstone for the 
future economic development of Kenya and other Third World countries. 
(Republic of Kenva, Sessional Paper No.l, 19R6). 
I will divide this paper into four major sections: the 
introduction, the background of ethnicity in Kenya and Nairobi, theoretical 
perspectives based on previous studies and our research findings on 
ethnicity and ethnic identification in the informal sector. This is 
based on a larger study entitled: "The Role of Social Networks and The 
State in the Urban Informal Sector: The Case of Nairobi, Kenya". 
Participant observation and a survey of 200 informal sector operators in 
selected parts of Nairobi form the basis of the data. I studied four 
subsectors mainly the metal artigins (Kamukunii Jua Kali Artisans) the 
drum sellers near Shauri Moyo, food sellers in both kiosks and along the 
streets of Nairobi's Industrial Area; garment makers in selected markets 
e.e;. Burma, JOPOO and also those working from their homes in a number of 
residential estates in the Eastlands. 
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Ethnicity 
There are at least 35 different ethnic groups in Kenya. Most 
of them are represented in Nairobi. This is as a result of the rural-
urban migration process which has been on-poing especially after 
independence whan anti-urban migration laws for the Africans were lifted. 
During the colonial period, ethnic identification was exploited by the 
administrators in order to facilitate their divide-and-rule policv. Thus 
an antagonistic atmosphere was created between different ethnic groups, or 
tribes as they were referred to by the colonialists. Just before 
independence, for example, small tribes like the Kalenjin, Mij ikenda, 
Maasai and others, with the support of the minority European settlers, 
advocated regional autonomy ('maiimbo') instead of a united nation. They 
feared lack of representation in a national government which was predicted 
to be led by the two major ethnic groups in Kenya — the Kikuvu and the Luo. 
The two political parties just before independence were based on ethnic 
lines of affliation. KADU (Kenya African Democratic Union) was the party 
of the smaller ethnic groups and minority European settlers while Kenya 
African National Union (KANU) was the party of the bigger ethnic groups, 
mainly a Kikuyu-Luo coalition. Ethnic identity and antagonism at the 
national level dates back to the colonial period. After independence in 196 3, 
the KADU party folded up and in 1964 all the former KADU political 
leaders crossed ovor to KANU, advocating national unity and abandoning 
their earlier call for repional autonomy. It would appear at face value that 
the ethnic problem at national level was over but political events in the 
few yenrs that followed proved otherwise. 
As O'Cconor (1983:110) correctlv observes in his study of the 
African city, ethnic identity is not something consciously and keenly felt 
by most people livinr in the rural communities where all members are of the 
same ethnic (Troup and there are few direct contacts with people of other 
groups. But movinr into a city and into close contact with people of other 
groups, speakinr other languap.es and so on, one becomes much more 
expl acitly conscious of ethnic identity. This was what was happening in 
Nairobi especially in the late 1960s and in the 1970s. Referring to this time 
period, O'cconor pives the example of Nairobi and Harare (formerly Salisbury) 
as two cities in topical Africa which were so ethnically divided that they 
perhaps did not form "societies" at all (O'cconor 19 83; 99). 
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Studies of ethnicity at a macro level, its effects on state 
formation, in Africa have been done (Rothchild and Oluonsola ed., 1982; 
Rot'nchild, 1985, 1986). Authors in the edited volume bv Rothchild show 
the kind of problem ethnicity has posed for national unitv in various 
parts of Africa, such as the Sudan, Ethiopia, South Africa and how it 
is a continuous political problem in a number of other countries. In 
this study, I am concerned more with ethnicity at a micro level, 
specifically, urban ethnicity and how it is manifested in the lowest 
level of economic production. I also discuss the potential problems (social and 
political) of such kinds of ethnic manifestations. 
Ethnicity is always a sensitive subject, and scholars, as well 
as politicians and census-takers are sometimes reluctant to give explicit 
attention to it. But a discussion of cities in tropical Africa cannot avoid 
it. For good or ill, ethnic identity matters preatly to most people 
(O'cconor 1983:99). It is the sensitivity of this subject that has 
probably detered most indigeneous Africans from writing about it, leavinp 
the subject to western social scientists, such as Mitchell (1969), 
Gluckman (1961) Southhall (1973) Shack (1973) and Rothchild (1969, 1982, 
1985). We agree with O'cconor that a discussion of cities in tropical 
Africa cannot avoid the subject of ethnicity. This is regardless of whether 
the study is by an alien or an indigeneous scholar. Since more than often 
ethnicity as a social phenomenon is defined .in terms of strife (Cohen 
1969 4) a local scholar may be concerned with biases .in the analysis of 
ethnic behaviour of those being studied. At times, oversomplification of 
the impact of ethnic identity is piven to avoid the sensitivity of the 
subject. We will limit our analysis and interpretation to the observations 
and findings durinp the research period. 
Prior to rural-urban migration in search of employment, further 
education, and better income opportunities, most of Kenya's ethnic groups 
lived in their respective rural regions such as the Luos in Nyanza, the 
Maasai in the Rift'Valley, and the Kikuyus in Central Province. The rural 
areas inhabited by specific ethnic groups were characterized by 
homogeneity in cultural traditions, and more important in language. Tribal 
rituals like circumcision and harvest dances strengthened the bond of 
belonging to one ethnic proup which usually claimed the same ancestry. 
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Rural-urban migration in the 19 50s with increasing number in the 
following decades brought together different ethnic proups who shared very-
little in common. They had different cultural traditions and different 
languages. The new phenomenon of Africans in the Urban areas first 
attracted anthropologists from the Manchester school, notably Gluckman 
(1961) and Mitchell (19 57, 1969). They were intripued with the 
adaptation of urban life in the cities of Central Africa, especially 
Zambia's Copperbelt. They were influenced in their analysis by Wirth's 
classical essay, "urbanism as a way of life" (Wirth 1938). Mot 
surprisingly, Gluckman argued that the urban life was leading to 
"detribalization" in African cities and therefore the African city was a 
melting pot for the African tribal traditions. This thesis was later on 
proven wrong. Instead, other scholars, such as Epstein (1969), argued, with 
support from field observations in Zambia's copperbelt, that when people 
of diverse origins have only recentlv come together and most retain close 
ties with their home areas, "tribal" feeling tends to be more intense than 
within the more homogeneous rural societies. Shack (1973), in a study 
conducted among the Gurage in Addis Ababa, arpued that African towns are 
not moltinp pots for the rural Africans with diverse tribal backgrounds. 
Even after livinp in an urban environment for periods of up to a generation 
or more, Africans in town retain their tribal identitv and membership in the 
rural society. 
As O'cconor argues, this "tribal identification" of Africans 
in towns is one respect in which tropical Africa differs markedly from 
most of Asia and Latin America. Even in the latter places, "tribes" are 
recognized, but only a vary small portion of the urban population is 
regarded as "tribal". Tropical Africa is exceptional in that in each city, 
virtually all who are not members of racial minorities, i.e. Whites and 
Asians can say without hesitation to which "tribe" they belong. This is 
true of Nairobi where virtually everyone except for the Asians and 
Europeans will quickly identify themselves as Luo, Kikuyu, Luhva or Kamba. 
This becomes a problem especially where there is scarcity of resources to 
be distributed, for examnle jobs in the formal sector or food kiosks in the 
informal sector. 
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Studies of rural-urban migration in Africa and other third 
world countries have identified its selective characteristic. The process 
"selects" youne adults mostly between ares 20-30, the educated who are 
in search of white collar jobs in the t^wns, and usually men more than 
women. There is one category that has not been emphasized in previous 
studies which is identifiable with early migration of Africans to Nairobi. 
This is thv selectivity based on ethnicity or different "tribes". Among 
the first ethnic groups to migrate to Nairobi were the Kikuyus, mainly 
because of their close proximity to the city. It .is easier for a job-
less Kikuyu in the rural areas to make the decision to travel an average of 
60 miles to Nairobi. It would be a difficult decisions for a -jobless Luhya 
or Luo who would need to travel an average of 130 miles to get there . 
In 1969 for example, the Kikuyu comprised 38 percent of Nairobi's total 
population, followed by the Luhya with 13 percent, the Luo and the Kamba 
with 12 percent each of the total population. In 1979, the Kikuyu population 
had declined to 33 percent of total population in Nairobi compared with 
21 percent of the Keny* total. They were however, still the larpest ethnic 
group in Nairobi and Parkin (1975: 152) suggests that most inhabitants 
now regard it as an essentially Kikuyu city. However, the other major tribes 
increased their numbers in 1979 with the Luo attaining 18 percent, Luhva 
16 percent and the Kamba 12 percent of the total population in Nairobi. 
The Luos clearly did not migrate to Nairobi because of their 
close promixity. Instead, most of them were initially hired as clerks in 
the government corporations like the Railways and the Post Office, which 
had headquarters in Nairobi. The colonial administration policy of divide-
and-rule encouraped employment of the Luo in such corporations and 
discouraged employment of the Kikuyu who were suspected of sympathising with 
the Mau Ma u movement. The Luhya migrants, who like the Luos are distant 
from Nairobi, were first hired as house servants for the European community 
in Nairobi, a job few Kikuyus would have been given because of the mistrust 
towards them by the colonial establishment. Kambas, like the Kikuyus, come 
froi.. near Nairobi. This partly explains their early migration there. They 
also have certain skills not shared by many of the other ethnic groups, 
mainly wood and stone carving. Since their settlement in Nairobi, they have 
advanced these skills and are known to make beautiful articraft and 
carvings which they sell to the tourists and affluent Kenyans. The Kikuyu 
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early migrants were involved in various kinds of trade in Nairobi and 
between Nairobi and their adjacent rural homes. 
The extent to which ethnic ties have helped initial settlement 
of new migrants from their rural homes is a subject that has had wide 
coverage in Africa and in Latin America. Studies of urbanization in 
Africa dating back to the 1960s (e.g. Epstein; 1969: Gluckman, 1961; 
Southhall (1973) Gugler and Gilbert (1982) have supported the argument 
that rural ties are significant in settling new urban migrants. In other 
areas, Latin America, for example, studies by Lomnitz (1977) and Roberts 
(1979) have also shown that rural ties are useful in settling new urban 
migrants. My study confirms this finding. It goes further to also 
establish how such rural ties have become a backbone for establishing an 
economic activity in the urban informal sector. 
Theoretical Perspective: an overview 
Sociologically, urban ethnicitv suggests that separation from 
tribil life and :ntry into urban life, far from weakening the bonds 
between tribal members, on the contrary strengthens them (Shack, 19 73). 
It is the strength of such bonris and how thev have been articulated by 
Nairobi migrants to acquire economic opportunities in the 19 80s that is 
sociologically intriguing. Earlier anthropologists who studies Central 
and East African towns -- Mitchell, Gluckman and.Southall -- all insisted 
that ethnicitv in towns is primarily a means of classifying the multitude 
of Africans of hetrogeneous origins who live together in towns. Ethnic 
classification is the basis on urban life. Shack (1973) found that urban 
ethnicity in Addis Ababa manifests itself in ways unlike what had been 
observed in other narts of African towns. 
Besides the classification of hetrogeneous African groups 
(which we do not consider significant at present), urban ethnicity has 
become in the 1980s a useful nolitical and economic asset in Africa. 
Ethnic t les are certainlv of Profound importance in most cities as a .source 
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of social security in providing for the few elderly who remain there, 
for the sick and for the many unemployed underemployed (O'cconor 1983). 
In the absence of a social welfare system in Kenya as in most third world 
countries, comparable to the western countries, ethnic ties play almost 
An equivalent role to the sociil welfare system. 
Kinship and friendship ties cannot be underestimated, as we 
shall argue in the next paper. Ethnicity provides the context of more 
intimate ties. The new migrant, for example, may depend on Kinsmen for 
shelter but may turn to an ever-wider group of co-ethnics in seeking 
for a job. Those who do not have many kinsmen in tho city must rely on 
others of their own tribe or ethnic group as a substitute. O'cconor 
(1983) observes, as we did in this study, that "social distance" is such 
that friendship patterns are strongly influenced by ethnic affliation. 
Even in most ethnically iiverse cities in tropical Africa, nine people 
out of ten specify a co-ethnic as their best friend.' (O'cconor 1983). 
In a study in Indonesia, Brunner (1973) found the same thing about the 
Batak -- "that every individual interaction in the- city of Medan occurs 
within a larger framework of ethnic ^roup relations". Brunner focussed 
on a theme that our study in Nairobi also raises, that is: "positive 
identification is not just a matter of convenience or politeness in Medan 
but it is rather an economic and political necessity (Brunner 1973:182). 
The extent this was found in Nairobi is discussed later in this paper. 
Brunner (1973), more specifically on this point noted that, "No Tapanuli 
Batak enters the city as such'1. He enters along a network, through a 
system, occupies a particular social structure slot, and there is 
invariably someone else most frequently a relative, to help interpret the 
urban experience in terms he can understand. No man has to recapitulate 
the experience of his group and learn about the city on his own. 
The argument I am making is that ethnic.identification in 
Nairobi fulfills the commonly accepted role of settling migrants; further 
more, that ethnic identification in Nairobi is well entrenched in the 
urban informal sector. Such statements by ILO (19 72) that the informal 
sector is characterized by ease of entry should be recast with the theme 
of social networks and their role in this sector. In this paper, we 
are concerned with the role of ethnicity in the informal sector. No one 
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enters the informal sector as such. He or she has to move a lone a 
network. Ethnicity here is seen as a contribution to settling the new 
migrants and finding an economic activity for them. We ar^ue that in 
understanding the social dynamics of the informal sector in Nairobi 
(specifically ethnicity in this paper) we may unearth part of the secret 
of its success in job creation when compared with the formal sector-.. 
I found that certain ethnic grouos predominate in some informal 
subsectors. Ethnic categories may be imnrecise, and in part e.ven 
fictional, and they may be played down by governments, but they are 
very real to most people. Nairobi's inhabitants, for instance, almost 
invariably perceive their neiehhours not only as old or young, as rich 
or poor, but also as African, Asian or European, as Kikuyu, Kamba, Luo, 
Kalenjin or Luhya, and this greatly influences their attitudes towards 
each other. The relevance becomes clearer when some subsectors are 
targeted for government support (loans, permanent work spaces) while 
others, possibly dominated by a different ethnic group, are not supported 
and continue to be harassed by pcrvernment officials. Such a situation 
may be of concern mainly in capital cities since most of the provincial 
cities are prettv much run by local ethnic groups which tend to be more 
homogeneous. Capital cities in most third world countries are usually 
the financial centers besides being seats of povernments. UB'ially what 
happens there, for example in Nairobi, is likely to have an impact in the 
rest of the country. As mentioned earlier, such tensions are likely to 
occur when there is scarcity of resources to be distributed. 
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RESEARCH FIN')I.?GS: 
Looking at the general distribution of our sample, I found that 
there were three ethnic rroups that were significantly represented in 
the subsectors of the informal sector I studied. These were the Kikuyu, the 
Luo and the Luhya. These are also among the largest ethnic groups in the 
country and in Nairobi, (Kenya Census, 1979). Other smaller ethnic groups 
like the Kamba,Kalenjin, the Maasai and others were scantly represented. 
The general distribution of my sample was as follows: Kikuyu 48%, Luo 36%, 
Luhya 7% and others 12%. This finding by itself is not surprising as it 
confirms the national trend and distribution of Nairobi's population 
by ethnic proups. 
Various subsectors were oocrated by specific ethnic proups. 
They also perpetuated the entry of the same ethnic group members to any 
open space for running a business or allocation of new food kiosks. This 
was mainly through passing to each other rimelv information, mainly co-
ethnics. This finding applied mainlv t'" "the drum sellers and the food 
sellers. I also found that customers, especially in the food selling 
business patronized certain sellers based on their ethnic identity. This 
in some cases boosted the seller's business. The onposite was true in the 
case of two Luo women who lost their customers to a Luhya woman. Trust 
is a very important concept of the world view of the informal sector 
operators. They rely on trust to decide on whether to give credit to 
their customers. There was strong evidence from our fieldwork showinp 
that sellers trusted members of their ethnic groups more than customers 
from other uroups and credit was usually advanced to co-ethnics. 
Seventy-seven percent of the food sellers were Kikuyu, mainly 
women who sold food from kiosks. No Luo or Luhya had a food Kiosk in Nairobi' 
industrial area. On the other hand, 70 Percent of the women who sold food in 
the streets adjacent gat.s of major factories were Luo. 25 percent of this 
category were Luhya and only 5 percent were Kikuvu. The significance of this 
distinction is understao'1 better when we realize that the Kiosks are more 
advantapeous in many ways than the open street locations. The Kiosk is a 
semi-permanent structure usually allocated by the city council. They 
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usually have clean running water and therefore meet basic sanitation 
requirements compared with the street food selling locations. They do 
pay a licence fee to the city council. This has not, however, saved 
them from indiscriminate demolition ordered by the city council on 
various occasions. Most Kiosk owners live in reroetual fear that one day thev 
will lose all their belongings in a demolition. This is not unfounded fear if 
we compare with results from elsewhere. Irene Tinker (1987) in her 
monograph on street foods gives the example of the devastating effects 
demolition had on food sellers in Ile-Ife, Nigeria. Their study found 
that before demolition, 75 percent of the enterprises that moved had 
employed assistants; after the move, only 25 percent did. They also 
found that over 90 percent of the street food sellers were making less than 
half the income they made before they were forcibly moved. 
The Kiosk owners do not pay taxes for their business and in 
this way they operate similarly to the food sellers outside the street. 
The food kiosk operators tend to make more money mainly because they 
operate longer hours (12 hours) compared to outside food sellers who are 
at their selling locations luring the lunch hours onlv. The kiosks in 
theory could appeal to more customers since they were open longer and 
various people, not only those workin^ in the factories, could patronize 
them at any time. In practice, a few women food sellers operating outside did 
better business than some kiosk owners. This was however, the exception and • 
not the rule. The food kiosk has kitchen facilities. The food sellers 
operating from outside locations had no choice but to cook food in their 
homes, commute or walk to their selling locations before noon and vacate their 
locations after the lunch hour. They also had to rely on more specific 
customers than the food kiosk owners. 
Whichever way we look at it, it was more advantageous and also 
prestigious to own a kiosk than a location outside a factory gate. This 
observation was confirmed by the respondents. It was intriguing therefore 
to find there was such a distinct / d l s t r i b u t l-°£ n e th ni ci t y o n these two 
subcategories. This became more of a research issue when the food sellers 
operating outside reported that they would prefer a kiosk to "their 
outside locations" if there were any available. They were also aware and 
concicus of the fact that the kiosks were owned Predominantly by the Kikuyu 
group. 
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One key respondent whom we asked to explain why there was a 
disproportionate distribution cf these two maior ethnic groups in the two 
categories of food selling places had this to say: 
"I think the Kikuyu dominate ownership of the food kiosks for 
the following reasons: The Kikuyu had experience a lot of 
poverty during the colonial administration period and 
especially dulling the Mau Mau movement ur to the time of 
independence. Many of them were jobless and landless and 
were therefore ready to undertake any business or job 
opportunities that arose. After independence, when 
colonial rules were relaxed, manv were ready to rut up 
kiosks, look for licences and they therefore overtook most 
of the other ethnic groups. Most of the other ethnic groups 
at that time (in the 1960s and 1970s) appeared satisfied 
with their families. Those who were in need and in search 
of small scale business opportunities were allocated 
kiosks and they "happened to have been Kikuyus". 
This respcndsnt's explanation as to why there has been a mush-
rooming of food sellers operating outside the major factory gates is that 
they (mostly Luhya and Luo and other minority ethnic group) have 
started experiencing the economic pressure and hardships that the Kikuyus 
experienced almost two decades earlier. Havinr no alternative, they have 
ended up cooking food and selling it outside the factories. They do not 
have much choice, mainly because the Kiosks are already occupied by the 
Kikuyu and very rarely are new ones being allocated. 
This respondent, whom we will call Mary, did not think ( as I did) 
th=>t the City Commission'^ relaxation of the by-laws characterized by 
infrequent harassment of outside food sellers contributed to the rapid 
increase of this category. "It may be a coincidence". While Mary's 
explanation was echoed by most respondents who owned kiosks and by a 
minority of those selling food outside, at least 60 Percent of the food 
sellers reported that the relaxat ion of the city by-laws had encouraged them 
to start the outside food selling. Mary's argument based on the economic 
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history of the Kikuyu was indirectly supported by those selling food 
outside. This was because 90 percent of them reported hard economic 
situations, such as their spouse's .salary not being enough for school 
fees, clothes and food for the family. The hardship has been more of a 
reality to most Kenyans and particularly Nairobi residents in the early 
1980s. 
We argue that both explanations, that is, the economic history 
of the Kikuyu, and the relaxed by-laws b y the City Commission are 
plausible. We also add that history favoured the Kikuyus in the 1960s and 
1970s. The patron-client relationship so characteristic of the African 
governments (Young 1982) may have been at work durinc these allocations. 
Since most of the outside food sellers came after the kiosk owners were 
already established, it was difficult to Drove this point from the 
respondents since raone reported to have been allocated a kiosk on the 
basis of ethnicity What is clear is that at the time'of my study the 
Kikuyu dominated the food kiosks and the Luo dominated food selling outside. 
A policy implication ie that, if more favourable policies directed 
towards the food kiosk owners by the city or the central government were 
to arise at the expense of the outside food selling locations, an 
interpretation based on ethnic identity would be inevitable. The-Luos would 
argue rightly that the Kikuyu were bein<? favoured and would not simplv sit 
and say the government is supporting the informal sector. 
My hypothesis that ethnicity may determine entry was over-
whelmingly supported by the data in the case of the food sellers (both in 
kiosks and outside). All the food kiosks reported that they had been 
informed about allocation of kiosks by a co-ethnic. 
, Timely information is a very crucial element in-1 . the informal 
Sector because it is on the basis of such information that a potential 
operator would go to City Hall to seek for an application. This is 
what took place in the case of the food kiosks. From a sociological 
perspective, "the ease of ertry" as suggested by earlier studies based 
on an economic perspective (e.g. IL0, 1972; House, 1984) is not easy at all. ' 
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TO get the food kiosk licence was more important than to have the capital to 
start it. If one did not come from the group that had the information 
and passed it amonpst themselves, then chances of retting the kiosk were 
very remote. Thus, even in what finally appears as "formal" allocation 
of kiosks, a hirh decree of "informality" had earlier taken place. 
Outside food selling appears on the face value informal and 
haphazard. A casual observer may also thirk that anyone can bring cooked 
food, lay it outside any given factory and be instantly in business! 
On the contrary, entering business of selling food is very complicated 
In our case study, we found that ethnic identity was very important at 
a eeneral level to determine who gets soace outside which industries and 
along which streets. Spaces were therefore ethnically allocated in an 
"informal" way from an outsider's view hut which had become pretty 
much "formalized" amone the women food sellers. Over 90 percent of them 
reported that a friend told them about the space appropriate for food 
selling. We found that in 90 percent of the cases, this friend was a 
co-ethnic. In our study of this particular suhsector, the only Kikuyu 
women we identified selling food outside ore of the industries reported 
that she was told about the space by her friend who was a Luo and a 
member of her christian church -- both were born arain Christians. This 
was the onlv case among the women respondents. In the other cases 
co-ethnics told each other about available spaces, supported each other in 
first settlement, thereby, "colonizing" most of the'outsi.de food sellinr 
spaces. Despite the fact thai outnide fi>od S'-Ollng was less prestigious 
and usually had lower returns than kiosks, for 80 percent of the women 
in our sample this was their only ways to contribute to the family budget. 
Ethnic identity is informally a necessary prerequisite to entrv in the 
available spaces. This may explain why the Luo women continue to dominate 
the outside food selling of the maio-p streets in Nairobi's industrial area, 
especially along Addis Ababa Road, Kampala Road' and Likoni Road. 
Ethnic distinctions amonp the other subsectors was substantial 
but not as vast as amonr the food sellers. The metal artisans were 
ethnically distributed as follows: Kikuvu, 47 percent; Luo, 28 percent; 
L hva, 3 percent; others ( Mainly Kamba), 22 percent. Like the food 
sellers, ethnic identity was very strong among the metal artisans. 
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Metal artisanry is one of tie subsectors in the informal sector that 
requires technical skills in order to make such items as farm tools, 
cooking pots, metal box.:s, frying pans, woks, water buckets, lanterns 
ancl, many others. Previous studies of the artisans (King, 1977; Ngethe, 
1984) show that training to acquire the relevant skills is mainly done 
informally through apprenticeship and not in a formal institution. The 
apprentices get their sponsors through social networks — friends and 
kin, but all from co-ethr.ics. Thus ethnic identification among the metal 
artisans is not only important for the acquisition of space to operate 
from, but also for the acquiring the skills necessary to start operating. 
Some skills were safeguarded by/t^os;ewho knew them and were only passed along 
in a selective manner. In this case, the criteria of selection was 
ethnicity. 
A simple observation of the metal artisans shows ethnic 
distribution by activity as follows; The Kikuyus mainly make metal boxes, 
cooking stoves especially the improved "energy saving stoves"(jiko), 
making and repairing aluminium cooking pots: the Luos were overrepresented 
in making frying pans, wash basins., and wcks; and the Kambas were mainly 
in making, metal boxes . 
To elaborate this ooint and especially to show how safeguarded 
some skils are, I present the ease studv of lantern making. The tin 
lamp, which uses kerosene and a regular wick, a^oears as if it is so 
simple that anybody can make one. It is not that simple and it reauires 
intensive training. There ire some raw materials, for example, a special 
kind of wax that must hi' used. Those who know where it .is bought are 
unwilling to share this information with others who are not their friends, 
relatives, or co-othnics. The tin lamp is an important source of light 
for' thousands of city homes without electricity. It is the main source 
of light for most low income earners and the poor in Nairobi who live 
in the major slums of Mrtharc and Kibera. Most rural homes also rely 
on this for their lighting. 
The chief tin lam > m • -non- n,c rru-Lni cvi-t-is^ n (jji kali 
operators) we studied it I^ r. J:>hr. Ngumba, a Kikuyu who comes from 
Gaichanjiru ir. Muran>' 'a district. Of the ten tin lamp makers in the 
"house" they occupy, eight 2re from the sane village, Gaichanjiru, and two 
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are from Emtu, a district that borders Central Province of Kenya where 
Murang'a is located. We were interested in findinr out why there was 
such a "coincidence". Nrumba explained that th^re was an old man in 
Gaichanjiru who had the skills of makinr tin lamps. He taught the • o 
people in Ngumba's village starting with him. '"When I learnt the skills, 
I continued to teach other people in my home area, mainly friends and 
relatives — for example, my younger brother, who is ri^ht here in this 
'house' with me but who is now on his own". 
The significance of social net-forks in the transfer of skills 
surpasses the possession -if money. Ngumba emphasized teaching skills to 
friends and relatives, who were all co-ethnics, and not who came UP 
with money. He would rather forfeit money and teach the skills only 
to those from his village. The strength of social networks in the 
transfer of skills is evidenced in this case. 
The Luos, on the other hand, predominantly make the frying 
pans, wash basins and woks. Although a few Kikuyus and other ethnics 
groups also made some, it was clear from our observations that the Luos 
were far superior in making these items and theirs sold faster. They had 
a better finish and customers preferred them to those made by the other 
ethnic groups. The apprenticeship for learning how to make those items 
was also based on ethnicity. 
Ethnic biases were evident in allocation of snaces particularly 
in the roof-shed that was sanctioned to be built by President Moi 
when he visited the metal artisans in April 19 86. The metal artisans 
who operate under this roof-shed have a loose organization called 
Kamukunji Metal Workers and Blacksmiths Organization. The chairman of 
this organization, who is a Kikuyu had the final say, on who got a space 
which is referred to as "house" in the roof-shed complex. Each "house" 
measures ten by twenty feet and accomodates eight to ten people. Artisans 
are expected to work there, store their tools and to sell their finished 
products in front of the "house". There were more Kikuyus in these 
houses, followed in number by Luos. Some Luo artisans (10 percent) 
reported biases in the allocation in favour of the Kikuvus by a Kikuyu 
chairman. Regardless of the reporting of this matter which was considered 
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sensitive especially because the chairman was influential - my observations 
confirms that there were more Kikuyus than any other ethnic groups in 
the "houses". "Other'affairs of the organization had ethnic biases 
overtones, for example, the »election of artisans who may have qualified 
to apply for loans from., ifhe Kenya Commercial Bank. This selection may 
have led to an attempt to tj^ ve ethnic -balance at the organization's 
leadership level. .At the time of our study, the chairman was a Kikuyu and 
the secretary was a Luo, the two important officers of the organization. 
It was evident however, that, the chairman controlled the affairs of the 
organization. He was more educated and knowledgeable than the secretary 
which may have the -balance of control in his favour. Besides, he had the 
support of the Kikuyu artisans who were the majority in the roof-shed. 
The metal artisans are seen as future indigeneous manufacturers 
who may save the country some foreign currency as they continue -using 
locally available materials for their products. They also produce goods 
that are competitive in the market with those produced by big corporations. 
Their labour intensify and ability to recruit new employees have made 
them a darling of government spokesmen who support the informal sector. 
This may also explain why the President visited them more than once in 
1986-87. Within this context of state support ethnic composition may 
be a potential problem for policy implementation, A policy of supporting 
the metal artisans may need to consider ethnic composition of those it 
is supporting. A potential problem based on the ethnic imbalance could be* 
avoided. 
The impact of -ethnicity is evident among the metal artisans. 
It has essentially facilitated entry through transfer of skills and 
allocation of spaces from where they operate. The practise of ethnicity 
determining entry in the informal sector was more evident among those 
artisans operating outside the roof-shed. My findings showed that 
customers were more likely to purchase from fellow co-ethnics. They 
usually thought that a co-ethnic raa\ sell the same item cheaper than an 
artisan from a different ethnic group. Some artisans actually did that on 
days when business was very lew. This was however, not always truer as the 
artisans informed us. They try to set uniform prices. They preferred the 
competition to Pe based on the quality and the finish "'of the products 
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rather than hiking and lowerinr of ^rices. The latter according to the 
respondents would he interpreted as betrayal of the solidarity the artisans 
wanted t~> portray to the outsiders. 
Another subsector which also showed a strong ethnic identity 
is the drum sellers. These are the most enterprising amone all those in 
the subsectors we studied. '?h> v have more capital, because to be a good 
drum seller one needs to have .. substantive starting capital, preferrably 
not less than Kshs.2,000 (ab~ui $115'). Since the Irum sellers have many 
customers, such as the metal artisans in Nairobi and many others who come 
from all over the country, c: good supply of materials is required. The 
drum sellers reported more income than any of the operators .in the other 
subsectors we studied. 
The ethnic distribution of the drum sellers is comparable to that 
of the food sellers discussed earlier. The distribution'was as follows: 
Kikuyu, 80 percent: Luhya 13 percent; Luo, none; Others 7 percent. Note 
the significant absence of Luos in the drum selling subsector and the 
predominance of the Kikuyu. The Kikuyu have literally ."colonized" the 
drum sellinp spaces in Shauri Movo and alonf Jo^oo Road which are the 
main areas that this subsector is located in Nairobi. This has been 
« 
maintained mainly through ironsfi-r of information <»f an, open available 
space to co-ethnics. One Kikuyu woman respondent explained how she used to -i _ » 
sell drums on wholesale until one of her co~elhrn'.cS w!io«was an employee of one 
of her customers told her of an available space-that she could occupy. ; , I 
With the collaboration of the neighbours who "sold their drums adjacent to the 
available space, she occupied it and started selling drums. The neighbours 
were clso her co-ethnics. One of the few Luhya drum sellers explained to us 
that his mother had learnt of the srace through w 'Kikuyu man' who was her t v " 
fiend and who had been one of the pioneers in the* drum» selling business . 
Like in the case of food sellers, Passine relevant information about 
available space to operate business is more im':•ortarrt than possession of 
capital. The drum seller's confirmed this to be the case particularly 
because they had capital to start off a business but did not do so until 
co-ethnics showed them the way to enter 'into the available spaces. A 
study done in Nairobi on passenger taxis (popularly called inatatus) by 
Mazingira Institute (198^) showed how difficult it was for a new "iriataW 
owner to get a parking space at the terminus to load and off-load 
passengers. Collaborating with those who already had the "right" of 
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occupying the parking spaces was the only wav to acquire one. This 
finding again disputes the "case of entry" characterization of the informal 
sector as long as it ignores the social dynamics involved in ensuring 
entry. 
The drum sellers portayed another dimension facilitating entry 
besides ethnicitv. This was" regionalism. Not onlv were most of them 
Kikuyus, but thev were predominantly from specific regions, mainly 
Nyeri (Othava Division) and Muranp'a (Kanpema Division). These were the 
two regions that were overly represented among the drum sellers. The 
two regions are also neighbours and have had a long history .of social 
interaction through marriage. Thus a pattern of social ties .that 
facilitated entry in the drum selling subsector may be perceived 
following direction of arrows as shown in figure 1. 
Figure 1: Entry into the drum selling subsector: 
(Kikuyu) 
ETHNICITY 
REGIONALISM 
Nye#i and Murang'a 
fRIENflSHTP 
KINSHIP 
Figure 1 ShowS that the so#ial dynamics at various levels were 
at pi >y to facilitate o^try :'n the d*um selling subsector. Such dynamics 
we argue should not be taken for granted as thev may actually have 
adverse implication on policy towards'such a subsector. For example, 
when we were in the field, the drum sellers reported the possibility that 
the government might relocate them to a more permanent place, more 
spacious than their present location. They also hoped it would be a 
location where they would be able to store and lock up their materials, 
where they might be able to ^ut UP simple office space and install 
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telephone and electricit/. These facilities were not available in J •> 
their "resent location. ?uch a possibility was being discussed with the 
local chief who was reportedlv looking for an alternative favourable 
location. While we consider such support a positive contribution towards 
the informal economy by s~mt. state agents, the extent that this will be 
supporting a specific ethnic groups in Nairobi, we think that such 
cases of support be . uided not only by economic concerns but social ones 
as well. The latter have t'.:e potential of leading to ethnic tensions 
which could in turn lead to political unrest and possibly poor economic 
performance cf these drum sellers. In other words, we are suggesting a 
long term policy consideration of all factors at play and not a short 
term one concerned with immediate economic pains. 
The last subsecto--1 under cms.iderati.on is the garment makers. 
Garment maing was mainly lone in the city markets. There were also 
those who made Garments in their h^mes. The othnic distribution among 
the garment makers was ?s follows: Luo, 63 percent; Kikuyu, 26 percent; 
Luhya, 6 percent: others, 5 percent. In my sample, the Luo were over-
represented. This may be due to the sampling in various city markets, 
some of which we found to be prr lor- inaptly Luo. "Burma" market is a 
good example. We were interested in finding out why this market was 
predominantly Luo. As I had done in the case of food kiosks, I interviewed 
a key respondent, a Luo man who ha*"1 been .in "Burma" market long enough to be 
able to explain why it was largely Luo. 
Our key respondent was in his mid-fifties and a resident of 
Nairobi for twenty five years. He give us four reasons for the predominance 
of the Luos in Burma market, mainly in garment making and also other trades. 
His first reason was that bofore and immediately after independence (1963) 
the Luos who were in Nairol i started settling in Shauri Moyo and Kaloleni 
and this market was locate-1, in this neighbourhood which they had already 
occupied. Through the process of transfer of information that we have 
discussed above and their proximity to the market, most stalls were allocated 
to them. The second reason he pave was that most of the Luo got employment 
with the East African Railways and. so they were allocated staff houses in 
Makongeni which is adjacent to this market. This again helped them in 
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getting first hand information gbout the establishment of the new market 
and so they aoplied and pot the stalls. Thirdly, he reasoned further, 
as "Burma" market came un in a neighbourhood that was predominantly 
occupied bv the Luos, most of the customers were also Luos. This 
brought problems of low sales for the other few ethnic groups which had 
got stalls since the Luo customers patronized Luo businesses. The 
members of the other ethnic groups who had businesses here decided to 
abandon their stalls and look for places elsewhere due to lack of customers. 
Fourthly, he concluded, the Luo who originally got the stalls when going 
out of business or retiring started to pass the stalls to their relatives. 
Ownership of stalls through "inheritance" has promoted Luo predominance 
in this market. Ninety percent of the garment makers in this market were 
Luo. 
As in other subsectors discussed earlier, ethnic identity 
facilitated entry in garment making. It was also important in the 
transfer of skills through apprenticeship although the chances of a 
garment maker going to a formal lnstiPit-iAn —^.-i— -*-1— 
much hiohei* compared with any of the other subsectors that we studied. 
T found that ethnic identity among the garment makers was net as important 
as in the other subsector in the transfer of necessary skills. This may 
be explained by the fact that there are many inexpensive formal 
institutions t)iat teach tailoring and in general the art of makinr clothes. 
It was also evident that those who learned the skills through 
apprenticeship depended on cthnic identity to get a sponsor. 
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ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The discussion on the role of ethnicity in Nairobi's informal 
sector could be summaris- d in the following five Points: 
1. Ethnicitv has influenced allocation of premises on which to do 
business. This was evidenced by the food kiosks in Nairobi's 
industrial area. 
2. Ethnic identity influenced and to some extent determined the 
transfer of skills end technology. This made it difficult 
for others from different ethnic groups to enter certain trades 
of subsectors. The example of the Kikuvu from Gaichanjiru in 
Murang'a dominating the skills of tin lamp making clarifies this 
point. 
3. Ethnicity was found to be significant in establishing market and 
customers, hence ensuring survival and growth of a given 
economic activity. Two examples from our findings can clarify 
this point further. The first one is the case of the Luhya 
woman who established her food selling outside the glass factory 
on Addis Ababa Road whose empoyees were predominantly Luhya. 
Despite violent objection of the Luo women who were already 
established adjacent to t\ is factory, the Luhya workers 
patronized their co-ethnic and her food selling became nonular and 
overshadowed that of the Iuo women. The second example can be 
extracted frorr the case of the Luo's continued dominance of the 
garment making in and other trades in the stalls of "Burma" 
market. The Luo who surrounded the market's neighbourhood were 
loyal customers to Luo traders hence the other traders from other 
ethnic groups had to leave as their sales drooped drastically. 
We also noted in this example the continuous dominance by the 
Luo of the stalls in this market through "inheritance" which is 
based on ethnic identity. 
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4. Ethnicity actualdetermines entry in the informal sector as was 
evidenced by the various examples amon^ the four subsectors. 
This practice ma/ be closer to what Goran Hvden (1982) describes 
as the economy of affection. As we noted in the discussion above, the 
transfer of inf jrmation is very important especially when space to be 
be allocated fornally or informally is scarce. The examples of 
the Luo in Burm? market, the Kikuyu in drum selling and in food 
kiosks and the Iu>- w men selling food outside all clarify further 
the significance of cthnicity in necessitating entry into the 
informal sector. 
5. We found the concept of trust to be very important among all the 
informal sector ojer-rtors. We also found that ethnicity and 
trust-building veoe closely linked. Ethnic identity especially 
in food selling determined whether one would be served food on 
credit to pay ft th< end of the month or in two weeks depending 
on when one was paid. We observed that it was more common for a 
Luo to serve ford or credit to a Luo, a Luhya to a Luhya and a 
Kikuyu to a Kikuyu. The few instances that this was not the 
case ended UP ir. problems. This was evidenced in the case where 
the Luhy => woman served on credit to a man from a different ethnic 
group a Kisii. The Kisii man did not honour the payment when 
he had promised. He gave the Luhya woman various excuses and 
avoided to come to work during pay day- According to the food 
seller, he did •'hat deliberately to avoid her. He could come to 
work on other d; ys when he suspected he would not face the food 
seller. The Luhya w< >man lamented 'and regretted why she had given 
credit to this pan. Her main concern was that he was from a 
different ethnic :Tir>up and she swore not to repeat the same 
mistake ever agrin. 
One ethnic group which was underreoresented among the food sellers 
did not seem to follow the above pattern, that is, ethnicity giving the 
basis for trust and therefore consideration to rive credit. This ethnic 
group was the Kamba. Accord in to one of the Karnba food sellers 
(who was also our kev resriplent), she would rather pive credit to 
people from other cthnic groups than to her co-e;hnics. Her explanation 
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was that the Kamba are ierlous of each others' success and may never 
ray back a credit with the :im of running down the business of their 
co-ethnic. She also addec :hat, in fact, thev do not patronize her 
food, especially when they nd money. They onlv came to her when thev 
were without money and war looking for food service on credit. She usually 
declined. Our observations confirmed her story as we found that very 
few Kambas patronized her 7 od. This case of'-one ethnic group is unique 
as the crposite is true >f ether ethnic groups. They build more trust with 
their co-ethnics who als~ \tronized their businesses and were therefore 
likely to be given small c ndits on services they could not afford 
to pay promptly. 
We have gone bey r i showinr the significance of ethnicity in 
settling new migrants in t' e African cities like Nairobi as was noted 
by earlier researchers. W< have shown using our case studies, the 
significance of ethnicit^ n establishing and developing economic 
activities even those that may be regarded as simple and easy to enter 
like the outside food selling. 
In rejecting the ease of entry" characterization of the informal 
sector, we have advanced t> e need to evaluate the social composition of those 
in the informal sector. We have also shown how relevant our understanding of 
the social dynamics like those based on ethnic .identity is a must for the 
informal ffootnr operators ' iemselves and also those charged with policy 
formulation and implement it ien. 
. Finally, we undrline the significance of ethnicity in both 
social and economic spheres even in the modern urban centers in Africa like 
Nairobi. Ethnicity did not melt away with urbanization and modernization as 
had earlier been predicted Indeed, it has re-emerged as urban ethnicity 
which as we have argued is i ore evident where scarcity of resources is 
prevalent. This happens t<" -je the case in Nairobi as well as in most other 
cities in Africa and the r<st of the third world. 
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